[Studies on the presence of metal traces in tissue surrounding A.O. angle plates, based on neutron activation analysis (author's transl)].
Using instrumental neutron activation analysis, 11 samples of tissue in contact with A.O. angle plates and 8 samples of fascial tissue were examined for their content of trace elements, half a year to 5 1/2 years after hip joint intertrochanteric osteotomies. Significant increases in the concentrations of the elements Cr, Fe, Co, Ni and Mo, all of which are contained in the A. O. steel plates (V4A steel), were found both in the contact tissue and in the tissue of the fascia lata femoris about 4--8 cm away from the angle plates, whereas the levels of concentration of elements not specific for the alloy in question, namely, Zn, Se, Rb and Cs, were normal or just subnormal. It was possible to prove by means of element correlations that the elements Cr, Co, Ni and Mo are present in constant ratios in those tissue samples which are loaded with traces of metals foreign to the body. However, only the Mo:Cr ratio corresponds to that of the angle plates. The authors considered Ni to be a useful indicator for the degree of metal loading of a tissue, since Ni will normally occur in human tissue in very low concentrations (less than or equal to 10(-6) g/g dry substance) and was identified by the authors--contrary to previous studies--even in the fascial tissue located up to 8 cm away from the contact tissue. Non-linear correlations were found between iron and the other components of the steel, reflecting the complicated regulatory mechanisms governing the presence of iron in the organism. The results of the analysis are discussed in respect of possible long-term action of the implantate components liberated by corrosion, which, in case of long-term implantates might place an overall burden of foreign ions on the body.